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忠 実 性 ，対 応 理 論 ，知 覚 的 近 似 性
川
要旨

実性

り，そ れ を も と に 多 くの

theory

＞に

定式 化 さ れ

よっ て

新

しい

研 究 が な され て い る。

れ ら の 研 究 を概 観 し た 後 ，そ こ で 前 提 と さ れ て

Key

て

：

，忠 実 性

の

こ

とが 可 能

原則 が 対応 理 論 （
corresp 。 ndence

（韻 や 酒 落 ） に 見 ら れ る 構 造 と に 平
。

have provjdedus with a novel way to
investigate
the relation betWeen phoneticsand phono1−
ogy ・
This paperstarts with briefdiscussion
of faithfUlness
constraints in OT in section 2 and moves
on to discuss
how the principle of faithfUlness
allows
grammar to
directly express perceptibility
effeCts in phonology
section 3）
．Section
4 discusses
Correspondence The−
（
ory ，
which
hasprovided a freshview on the parallel
between phonology and verbal art．Section5 and 6
ness censtraints

interface
．
Afterreviewing

new theeriesand hypotheses
possibleto address by the principleof
thispaper reports two sjmilarjty judgment
that test some of the premises of these

made
，

また

，
，similarity ，laboratory
pcrceptibility
phonelogy

− one ofthe many char −
The principle
of faithfulness
孟cs speci 丘c to Optima 】ityTheory
OT ； Prince
（
−
and Smolensky l99312004） has opened
up new lines
of research ．
The questionsaddressed in these linesof
research
have been difncultor even impossibleto
address in previoustheories of phonology ．
This paper
discusseshow the principle of faithfulness
sheds
light
on the issues
surrounding
the phonetics −phonology

experiments

た 研 究 分 野 を概 観 す る 。第

．

っ

acterist

飴ithf
司 ness

て 可 能 とな っ

ータ か ら 言 語 の 構 造 を 探 る こ と が ．
可能 と な
た
本稿 で は こ
．
い る 音 韻 的 対比 の 知 覚 し や す さ に 関 す る 仮 説 を ，音 の 近 似 性

1 ．豆n 重roduction

that were

っ

検 証す る。

faithfUlness
，correspondcnce

words

＊

た こ と に よ り，言 語 の 音 韻 構 造 と 言 葉 遊 び

行 性 が あ る こ とが 明 確 に 示 さ れ ，言 葉 遊 び の デ

っ

人

原 則 に よ り音 韻 的 対 比 の 知 覚 しや す さ （
） を 音 韻 文 法 に 取 り込 む
perceptibility

の

にな

判 断実験 に よ

繁

faithfulness
（
＞ の 原則 に よ

本 稿 で は ，最 適 性 理 論 の 忠 実 性

：

一 に ，忠

原

theories，

OT has two types of constraints ： markedness
con −
and
faithfUlness
constraints
，OT liberates
out ＿
by which
put markedness
problems f沁 m solutions
those problemsarc solved ，whereas a rule −based theory
packages markedness problems and solutions intoone
ibrmat．This characteristic of OT has allowed grammar
to encode
phoneticreasons behind phonologicalalter −

，

report

similarity

judgment

experiments

that test

some

in Section
3 and
premises of the hypothesesdiscussed
4．
Throughoutthispaper，
1touch on many current issues
in OT but some of these may distract
the main flow of
the paper − I thus leavethe discussionof those current
，

in endnotes2 ）．
debates

straints

nations

inthe

鉛

Hayes and
（

ulation

of markedness

constraints
D ．Since the

Steriade2004，Myers l997）
phoneticnaturalness via markedness
−
constraints
has been extensively
discussedin the litera
一
ture already ，
th ｛
instead
discusses
faithful
s paper
how
issueof

＊

encoding

AssistantProfessor，
Rutgers University （ラ

2 ．Faithfulnessconstraints

in Optimality Theory

Faith細 ness constraints in OT militate against
changes
from underlying
forms （input）to surface forms
Lacy
output
see
de
to
appear
，
，fbra recent overview ）．
（
）（
As intuitive
as this principlesounds ，previous rule −
based theories of phonology did nQt explicitly reco9 −
nize this principle
，In 飴 ct Halle （1995 p28 ）asserts
that ＿ the existence
of phonology inevery
language
一
shows
that FaithfUlness
isat bestan ineffective
princi
，

‘‘

トガ ー ズ大 学 言 語 学 科 助 教 ）
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Experiments

and

phonologicalalternation involves,the
ofthe
faithfulness
constraint
itviolates,
This principle may
seem
likea simple restatement
of
the principle
of faithfulness,
butitisinnovativein that
it reformulates the notion of similarity as perceptua)

The principle
of
plethat might well be done without."
faithftLlness
iscrucial in OT (see
Prince1997 forareply
to Halle 1995),because otherwise all inputfbrmswould
form ofthat language,
bcreduced to themost unmarked
1995,
say [ba]
(Chomsky p.380). One ofthe charactcristics
ofOT,
therefbre, is that itexplicitly
recognizes
the role of faithfu]ness
in itstheory.Thisprinciple
was
and
firstfbrmulatedas Containment Theery (Prince
Smolensky 1993f2004),In thistheory, no segments are
literallydeleted or added;
insteaddeletionis captured

the

higher prosodiclevel and epenthesis
However Containment
as an unfi11ed prosodicposition.

,nolanguagesin which

only oral consonants

in place, but there

]anguagesin which only nasal
(e.g.Malayalam: Mohanan

to a

as unparsing

Theory of faithfulness
has largelybeenreplaced by the
by-now standard
theory in the current ]iterature,
CorTheory (McCarthy
and
Prince1995).
respondence
has two charCorrespondenceTheory of faithfulness
any
(i)

acteristics:

two representations

can stand

incor-

faithfulness
constraints prohibit
(ii)
the
two
representations,
i,e,,
maxidisparity
between
mize the similarity between them. The following
discussion
illustrates
how these two characteristics have
certain
allowed us to express
generalizations in our linthatprevious theories of phonology
guisticbehavior
respondence,

failedto

and

capture.

3. Maximizingperceptual

similarity

in phoAcknowledging the principle of faithfulness
theoryhasailewed us to entertain and pursue
the hypothesisthat speakers maximize
the psychoacoustic or pereelptuat similarity between inputsand
influential-andalso prooutputs. Perhaps the most
ofthis
hypothesisisthe P-map
vocative
formulation
2001a).
hypothesispropesed by Steriade(2001!2008,
The problem that she tackles istheobservation that languages resolve coda voiced obstments by devoicing
nological

rank

simi]arity5}.

Another
ness

that

nasal

in which

example

have proven

constraints

consonants

placethan oral

consonants

are

assimilate

1993).In

likelyto

more

phonological

standard

assimilate

(Mohanan 1993), There

consonants
are

perception-based faithfu1usefu1
is the observation

in
are

assimilate

theories,
feature

the

innasal
puzzle becausc [place]
and
in
oral
consonants
are
not
distinct,
and in
[place]
factshould not be distinct
to the extent thathomorganic
feature,
nasal-stop
clusters share the same
[place]
as assumed
in standard autosegmental
phonology
does the asymmetry
(Goldsmith1976). Se where
come from?
Jun (2004)
argues
that the asymmetry
comes
from
in
nasal
and
oral
consothe perceptibility
of [place]
in nasals islessperceptible
nants, He argues that [place]
rank
than [place]
in ora] consonants and that speakers
higherthan
the faithfulness
constraint for oral [place]
the faithfulness
censtraint fornasal [place].
The difference inperceptibility
of tolace]
innasal and oral consonants is supported
by some phoneticconsiderations.
Jun (2004),
fo11owingMalecot (1956),
argues
that the
place contrast innasals isobscured due to coaniculatory nasalizatien. Weaker perceptibilityof place in
asymmetry

nasals

finds some

studies,
ers

remains

A

other

in previeuspsycholinguistic

evidence

similarity

judgenasal

a

task shows
judgement

pairsas

minimal

than oral consonant

more

minimal

that speakto each

similar

pairs(Mohrand

Wang 1968).Pols (1983)
shows
that Dutch speakers
nasalization).
Kenstowicz
perceivethe placecontrast more accurately inoral consonants
than innasal consonants
see the experthat when
speakers whose
languagelacksvoiced stops
(though
imentsreported below forcomplications).
borrow words with voiced stops, they borrow them as
as nasar
stops.
This example
isa
Not only hasthe P-map hypothesisprovidedinsights
voiceless stops, never
intocross-linguistic
ofphonology,
ithas protip ofan iceberg,
a preblem that has come to be known
patterning
vided
explanations
of
novel
as a
phonological pattems as
problemi).Steriade
well.
The native phonology ofJapanese
does not allow
argues
that languagesprefercoda devoicingover other
a
voiced
obstruent
However,
when
Japanese
resolutions
because
devoicing
involves
geminates,
phonological
berrow words
from other languages, mainly
lessperceptiblechangethanetherphonologicalchanges speakers
from English,they geminate (some)
word-final consowould.
Giyen the principleof P-mapei.e. speakers
resulted
in
voiced
obstruent
between inputand
nants (Shirai
2002),which
maximize
the perccptual similarity
doggu
and eggu
Having
output-speakers
should
resert to devoicing,to the
geminates (c.g.
Japanese speakers have spontaextent
that devoicing involvesthe leastperceptible borrowed these words,
neously
started devoicing voiced
ehangc4}. In itsmost general form,the more perceptible
geminateswhen they
them,

but

not

by

any

other

(sayepenthesis
(2003)likewise observes

a

change

higherthe

means

or

"too-many-repairslsolutions"

`dog'

`egg'),
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appear

with

another

voiced

consonant

(Nishimura

2003),as in (1).

original
outputs,

can
(1)Geminates

argue
proposal,McCarthy and Prince (1995)
holdsnot only between inputsand
but alse between base and reduplicants. Ever

that correspondence

devoice if they

co-occur

with

since

then, the

correspondence

relation

has been

argued

dimensions e.g. between based and
a. baddo -+ batto
derivedwords (Benua1997) (see
de Lacy, to appear,
b, baggu
bakku
fora recent review). Thisgenerality
ofCorrespondence
c. doggu dokku
Theory has also resulted in the renewed
interests
in the
study ofverbal art (Holtman1996,Steriade
2003).
do not devoiceinthe same environment
Tb discuss
an example
thatrelates to the previousdis(2)Singletons
'gipu
a, gibu cussion on place assimilation, Kawahara (2007)
and
b.bagu . "baku `bug'
Kawahara and Shinohara(2009)
found thatwhen Japa`Doug'
*daku
c. dagu nese
speakers
and
pair two consonants in rap rhyming
than
punning,they are farmore likclyto pair[m]-[n]
The devotcingin (1)takes placedue to a dissimilative [p]-[t],
Thus there exists an interesting
between
parallel
constraint against
two voiced
obstruents
within
the
thisobservation
and
thephonological pattem discussed
same
stem,
a constraint
known as Lyman's Law in the
in section 3. CorrespondenceTheory allows us to capnatiye phonology of Japanese (It6
and Mester 1986),
ture the parallel
in a straightforward manner: both in
However, two voiced singleton obstments
do not
input-outputcerrespondenceandword-wordcorrespondevoicein leanwords,as in (2).
dence in rhyming and puns,speakers are more cemfortKawahara (2006)
argues thatthisdifference
between
able having the [m]-[n]
pairin correspodence than the
singletons
and
arises
frorn
the
ranking
in
correspondence,
because the fbrmer pair
geminates
[p]-[t]
pair
))
OCP(vol)
))
IDENT(vol)-GEM,
where
involves
more
IDENT(vol)-slNG
similar consonants.
perceptually
IDEN'r(voi)-siNG
and bENT(voi)-GEM are faithfulness
We findanether interesting
between phonolparallel
constraints for voicing for singletons and geminates,
ogy and verbal art. Recallthat Steriade
has
(2001f2008)
and OCP(voD isa constraint
against two voiced
obstruargued
that a voicing contrast isleast
among
perceptible
stem6).
Speakerswould project the
those contrasts
made
by spectral continuity;
that is,
ents within the same
)
IDENT(vol)-GEM ifa voicing
the voicing contrast more than any
ranking IDENT(vol)-slNG
speakers neutralize
contrast islessperceptible
ingeminatesthanin singleother contrasts, beoauseminimal
invoicpairsdiffering
tons. Kawahara (2006)
supports the premise about the
ing are most perceptually
similar to each other. This
between voicing
in singletons
hypothesisfindsindependentsupport from rhyme
and
perceptualasymmetry
in
are
most
willing
to
and voicing
in geminates in acoustic and perception
Japanese;
speakers
pun patterns
'differ
experiments.
Vbiced geminates inJapanese are semionly in voicing, arguably
pair consonants that
devoicedbecauseoftheiraerodynamicdifficulty(Ohala because they are perceptuallysimilar (Kawahara
1983), and the semi-devoicing
leadsto a lower percep2007, Kawahara and Shinohara2009).
tibility of the voicing
contrast
in geminates,This case
Yet another way
in which
Correspondence Theory
of a phonological
reveals
an
interestingparallel
shows that the perceptibility
contrast
between verbal art and
can shape a novel phonological
In
summary,
is
efTects.
In phonology speakers
pattern7).
phonology positional
the principle
of faithfulness
a
bridge
between
avoid
making
changes
in
initial
syllables (Beckman
provides
and
1998), perhaps
because initial
syllables
are psycholinphoneticperceptibility
phonological
grammafi).
and
changes
would
consesuch
guistically
prominent,
make
lexical
access
difficult
and
quently
(Hawkins
4. GeneralizingCorrespondence theory
Cutler1988).For example in Sino-Japanese,
initial
sylThe principle ef maximization
of
similarity
has
lablesallow many consonants
but non-initial syllal)les
and
1990).Assuming the
broughtabeut theformulationofthe P-map hypothesis, allow only [t]
[k](Tlateishi
which
has interesting-and
controvertialtonseRichness of the Base (Prince
and
Smelensky
constraints
199312004),speakers need to map an inputlike/sasul
quences.Another way inwhich faithfulness
have opened
lineof research is the study of
to [satu]
in Sino-Japanese,
as in(3a).
up anew
verbal
art including
rhyming
and
puns.
and
CorrespondenceTheory inprincipleallows any two
(3)The parallelbetweenphonologicalmapping
representations
to stand in correspondence.
In their
pun pamng
another

veiced

to hold in many

obstment
`bad'

`bag'

`dog'

`give'
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Phonologicalinput-output
mapping
Input 1
s,
a,
SkttL ulf

a.

i'1

isi

Output [
b,Pun pairing
Word

[

1

st

for a perceptibility
difference
oral
in
a
lplace]
[place] difference
magnitude
estimation
task or an AX discrimination
task, This debate shows
that itis importantto testthe
for
premises
perccption-based explanations of phonelogicalpatterns. Tb this end I report (admittedly
preconvincing

evidence

between nasal

ai

ui

]

aJ1a,' Sk

ut

]

Ul

]

and

judgmentexperiments

Iiminary) similarity

Word2[
Kawahara
a

tA

si

and

ShinoharaCto
appear) have shown
experimcnt
judgment

we]1formedness

to test the

matched

as

of

in(3):
speakers

havinga

mis-

more
pairin initial
positions,
pairin internal
positions.
words,
Correspondence Theory models two
of initial
syllables
being
patterns-resistance
correspondence

so

than having a mismatched

In

other

separate

avoid

pat-

via

that thc samc

`I

observations,

attempt

terns discussedin the precedingsections.

disparityin initialsegpattern-the
ments
isobserved
in puns. We have found that speakmismatch
ers judgea pun involvingan initial
(c.g.
sasetsu-ni zasetsu
up
turning
left')
as
less
wellgave
formed than a pun involvingan internal
mismatch
(e,g.
`Sunlight
hisashi-ni
hizashi
on the sun roof'). Correspondence
Theory allows
us
re generalize the two
avoidance

that

perceptualsimilarity

about

assurnptions

judg-

5.2. Method
The first
experiment

was
a paper-based foreed-choice
task.
addressed
judgment The experiment

similarity

hypotheses:(i)
nasal
minimal
pairs are more similarto each other thanoral consonant minimal pairs (Jun
2004) (ii)
pairsdifferingin voicing are more similar
than pairsdiffering
inether manner features
(Kawahara
2007, Kawahara and Shinohara 2009, Kenstewicz
2003, Steriade
2001f2008).
The stimuli consisted of
two pairsofconsonants
vs. [ba]-[ma])
to
(e.g.
[ba]-[pa]
allow participants
to judge
which
pairinvolvedmore
sirnilar consonants.
The task of the participants
was
two

thus analogous

(thesimilarity

to comparing

oD

two

patternin puns using a single principle.
[lbsummarize,
Correspondence Theory formalizes
the parallel
between phenology and verbal art"). Furthermore, thisfindinghas given rise to a new research

input-output
The list
of the stimuli
isgivenin (4).
pairs,
In addition to these 8 target comparisons,
12 fi11er
were
dummy comparisons
added, The order of two
by preparingtwo typesof
pairswas counterbalanced
questlonnalre.

program: to the
both phonology

(4)The

in phonology

changed

and

the

wellformedness

ment

that the

extent
and

verbal

principle governs

same
art,

we

investigate

can

phonologicalknowledgethrough verbal art. See
Kawahara and Shinohara (2009)fbrreferences, and
for
Kawahara (2009)
as well as the author's website
suggestions forfuture
research regarding Japanesepuns.
our

5. [Ilesting
some

premises:Experiment

rates

the

effect

of

The

principleof similarity

the two hypotheses

to address

used

[place]:

perceptibilityofnasal

weaker

vs. [ba]-[da],
vs. [pa]-[ta]
[ma]-[na]
[ma]-[na]

[voice]:
vs, [ba]-[va],
vs. [ba]-[ma],
[ba]-[pa]
[ba]-[pa]
vs. [da]-[za],
vs. [da]-[na],
[da]-[ta]
[da]-[ta]

b. The

per¢

weaker

eptibility of

vs. [za]-[da],
vs. [za]-[na]
[za]-[sa]
[za]-[sa]

1

5.1. Introduction
The rnaximization

a.

stimuli

incorpo-

in phonology. The
perceptibility

Theory captures
the parof Correspondence
generality
to
allel between phonology and verbal
art, In addition
some
open questionsthat I outlined in the preceding
endnotes,
one importantlinefor futureresearch is to
testhypothesesabout perceptual grounding ofphonolThere have been several
studies
ogy by experiments.
that specifically testsuch hypotheses(seeKawahara, to
appear,
fora review), but there are several hypotheses
that remain to be tested. Fer example,
Winter (?O03)
out
that
the
evidence
for
lower
of
points
perceptibility
in nasal is weak, and he himseLfdid not find
[place]

Thc participants
wcre students taking an introductory psychology class at RutgersUniversityand two
department.
None of
graduatestudents inthe linguistics
them

tested

were

familiarwith

in this

stjmu]i silent]y

the

They

study.

2e

similarity,

auditory

The

No compensation
pants, Excluding non-native
datafrom 34 speakers
enteTed
minutes.

tistical

analysis,

data,after
was

run against

process took about
given to the particispeakers of English, the

entire
was

intothe

To statistically

excluding

the null

P-map hypotheses
to read the
to each qucstienand
qualityrather than

encouraged

beforcresponding

base their judgment
on
onhographic

related

were

subsequent

the

assess

sta-

ebtained

binomial test
hypothesisthatthe participants'

non-responses,

a
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Rk
Tabte 1The

rttva`[tmpr.
o tsgetwt:tsvt6eent ･ iveItl

number

Pairs

of expected,

25(740!o)

b.[ma]-[na]vs,[ba]-[da]

26(790fo)

c.[ba]-[pa]vs.[ba]-[ma]

27(790/o)

d.[da]-[ta]vs.[da]-[na]

22(65"lo)

e.[za]-[sa]vs.[za]-[na]

30(8801.)

f.[ba]-fpa]vs,[ba]-[val

24(71O/o)

g.[da]-[ta]vs.[da]-[za]
h,[za]-[sa]vs.[za]-[da]

25(74"/o)

were

random

particular
pairto be
alpha-level
roni

was

is,the probability
of
(that

one

as mere
similar
is.5).The
O,05f8=O.O06by a Bonfer-

chosen

adjusted

to

"Expected

consonant

any).

o1

7124

ooo

=,O03*<.OOI*

<.OO1*n,s.<.OOI*

ooo

n.s,=,O03*<.OOI*

pairs

minimal

similar to minimal
pairs
features
and
continu(nasality

panicipantswere

to

encouraged

use

impres-

auditory

Furthermore, thephonologicalalternations under

sion.

question-nasal place assimilation and ceda devoicing-ccur in coda, and therefbre we should test the
hypothesesabout perceptibilityin coda as well. Therefore the second
experiment
tested these hypotheses

bothinonset

and coda using

auditory

stimuli,

In addition to the two hypothesestested in Experi1, this experiment
tested two more hypotheses,

ment

in(5).

summarized

are more

voicing

differing
in other

pairs, and

minimal

differing
in

97

29(8se/.)

5.3. Results
1lable
1 tallies
theresults.
responses"
are
those that are expected frornthe two hypothesesbeing
tested:nasal minimal pairsare more similar to each other
ora1

1.

p

1095

adjustment,

than

in Experiment

ne-responses

ExpectedTesponscsUnexpectedresponsesNoresponses

a.[ma]-[na]vs.[pa]-[ta]

responses

unexpected,and

manner

Statistical
significance

is signaled

by

an

(5)The
a.

asterisk,

four hypotheses tested in Experiment 2
contrast isweaker in nasals than oral
[place]

The

consonants,

5.4. Discussion
As observed in the first
twe
hypothesis is statistically

judged

the

other

nasal

minimal

than oral consonant

frequency.The

ehance

trast]O),
c. The redundant

confirmed-participants

pair
minimal
rows

more

similar

pairsat

to each

a more

(c,

the minimal
invoicing
pairdifTering
more similar than the minimal
innasality,
pairdiffering
and the comparison
shows
the
same
tendency
(d)
Finally,
the
rows
h)
show
that
speakers
(p=.03),
(f;g,
tend to judge
the minimal
invoicing more
pair differing
in continuancy,
similar than the minimal
pair difTering
the comparison

cance

tp=.O07).

in (D did not

reach

signifi-

about

the

pheneticgroundingof phonolegical
pat-

of [place]
in nasal and
perceptibility
of
results
perceptibility[voice]-the could have
been afTected by orthographic similarity, although the

terns-weaker
weaker

con[nas]

pre-

to p

audible

and not similar

whereas

highlyaudible and hence
like[s]
ishighly

a strident

to rp.

The hypothesisin (5c)
was
the
proposed to explain
thatin languagesthat avoid similar consonants inadjacent positions,sonorants are considered
to
observation

be more

similar

to voiced

obstruents

than to voiceless

(Frisch
2009),Hypothesis(5d)explains
obstments

et al. 2004, Kawahara and

languages epenthesize

and

Shinohara
why
languagesprefer
fbr
while
glides epenthesis

speakers
[s]:

preferconsonants that are most similar to rpforepenthesis, and [s]
is
too different
from tp (Kawahara
and Shinohara2009,
Steriade2001a).The hypothesis(5d)
also explains
why
is
unlikely
to
be
in
loanword
deleted
adaptation
[s]
200 1a),again because[s]
istoo different
from
(Steriade
The
high
audibility
of
also
explains
why
Q,
[s]
[s]can
violate the sonority sequencing
requirement
in English
no

6.1. Introduction
AlthoughExperiment 1 supports the two hypetheses

not

similar

to use glottalconsonants
6. Experiment2

than

feature in sonorants
[+voice]

[h]are

d. Glidesand

than

e) statistically show

is weaker

theirsimilarity with voiced obstruents.

mote

that speakerjudge

although

contrast
[voice]

b. The
in Table 1, the first

rows
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clusters
2004).
(Wright
The fbrmat ofthe experiment
is the same as Experiment
1; speakers were presentedwith two pairsof
sounds
within each cemparison
and asked
to

frame sentence

onset

which

judge

pairinvolvedmore

similar consonants,

62. Method
The stirnu1i consist
eses in (6),

of

12 pairstotestthe fburhypoth-

(6)The stimuli
a.

at zero

crossing.

Since the

did
the

speaker

assign
uniform pitchcontour to all syllables,
pitchcontour was anificially made uniform by imposing a flatcontour at 110Hz using PSOLA in Praat
and Wcenink 1999-2009), Their amplitude
(Boersma
was
also made
uniform
at the peak ofO,6.
The syllables
were
then windowed
with on-and
offLramps
of O.O05
ms. The resynthesized
syllables were then cornbined
to
form pairswith 1OO ms ofsilence inbetween.TWopairs
were finally
combined
with
500 ms in between,The
not

in Experirnent2
Hypothesis(5a):

a

of

ordering

pairswas

controlled

by preparingtwo

orderings.

vs. [pa]-[ta],
vs. [ba]-[da], The participants
were students of introductory
lin[ma]-[na]
[ma]-[na]
vs.
vs.
classes
at
Rutgers
University
Thc
stimuli
were
[am]-[an][ap]-[at],
[aml[an] [ab]-[ad] guistics
b. Hypothesis(5b):
speaker
systems
played through HK 195 multimedia
vs, [ba]-[ma],
vs. [da]-[na],
from a Macintosh computer
in quietroorns, and they
[ba]-[pa]
[da]-[ta]
vs. [ab]-[am],
vs. [ad]-[an] were asked to choose
which
more
similar
[ab]-[ap]
[ad]-[at]
pairsounded
c. Hypethesis(5c):
to each other. The intertrialintervalwas 5 seconds,
vs. [pa]-[ma],
vs. [ta]-[na],
although
the panicipants were
encouraged
to use their
[ba]-[ma]
[da]-[na]
d.Hypothesis(5d):
first
auditory
impression.In order to avoid theeffect of
vs. [sa]-[a],
vs, [sa]-[a]
orthography,
the answer
sheet
didnot provide the ertho[wa]-[a]
[ha]-[a]

graphic representations

of

the stimuli, The

overall

ln order to create the stimuli, a
speaker of
Englishpronounced all the stimulus syllables ina frame
sentence
say
the word
X again'. Each syllable
was
index
written en a separate
card, and the order was
randomjzed.
His speech was recorded through an
Pff4040 CardioidCapacitDrmicrophone
with a pop filter ina sound-attenuated
recording booth and amplified

minutes.
were
paidone
dollarfortheir time,
The data from non-natiye
speakers
of English were
excluded
from the analysis. Also, data from two participantswho chose thefirst
pairas more similar in all
but one comparison
were excluded,
As a result, data
from 36 participants
entered intothe statistical analysis,

through an ART

The statistical significance of the results was assessed
via a binomial
test,The alpha-level was set at ,Ol for
the fo11owingreason; some results were expected from
Experiment 1,so that a drastic
Bonferrenization
would

native

experiment

'Please

TubeMP

(JVCRX 554V). The
sampling
the

rate

recording,

upon

the

Tltble2

digitized
with44k

was

recording
syllables

pre-amplifier

microphone

speech

using
were

The

GeldWave.

from

extracted

number

After

ofexpected

Pairs
a.[ma]-[na]vs.foa]-[da]

b.[ma]-[na]vs.[pa]-[ta]
ic.[am]-[an]vs.[ab]-[ad]

1d.[am]-[an]vs.[ap]-[at]

the

and

unexpeeted

Expectedresponses
29(810fo)

toek about

responses

15

They

in Experiment2.

Unexpectedresponses
7172028

p
<.OOI*n.s.n.s...ool(D

19(530/e)
16(440/e)8(220/O

e.{ba]-[pa]vs.[ba]-[ma]

11(31O/o)

f.[da]-[ta]vs.[da]-[na]

15(420fo)

2521710

<.Ol(*)n.s.<.OOI*<.Ol*

29(810/o)
ig･[ab]-[ap]vs.[ab]-[am]
h.[ad]-[at]vs.[ad]-[an]
26(720/o)
i.foa]-[ma]vs.[pa]-[ma]

23(64e/o)

j.[dal-[na]vs.[ta]-[na]

15(42e/o)

k.[wa]-[alvs.[sa]-[a]

30(s3e!,)

1.[wa]-[a]vs.[sa]-[a]

31(86nl.)

1321

n.s.n,s.

65

<.OOI*<.OOI*
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increaseType 2 error (Myers
and
Well 2003, p,243244);on the other hand, sinee therewere 12 comparisons, not adjusting the alpha-level may
result in the
inflation
ofType
1 error.
6.3.Results
[[lible2 tallies responses
that are expected from the
hypothesesin (5).
Unlike Experiment 1 there were no
non-responses,
Again astcrisks signal statistical significance.
The asterisks
in parenthesesshow
significant
results
thatare oppesite from expectation.

6.4.Discussion
The first hypothesis, the weaker
of
perceptibility
in
nasal,
is
not
supported
by
the
results.
Only
[placel
the onset comparison

(a)supports it,butthe other

three

didnot support the hypothesis.
SurprisinglM
pairs(c-d)
the
comparison
in
coda,
English
speakers
given
(d)
the
oral
consonant
as
more
similar
than the
judged
pair
nasalconsonantpair.ThesecDndhypothesis,theweaker

because release

burstsconvey place distinctions
Blumstein
1978). The result is in fact
(Stevens
compatible
with what
Winter (2003)
found-when
speakers
were
asked
to estimate
differences
ofminimal
ifstop
release,
minimal
do
not
have
audible
pairs,
pairs
they were considered as similar as nasal pairs.Itwould
therefore be interesting
to testtheperceptibility
ofboth
and

released

and uureleased

oral consonants.

Third,since placeassimilation
takes place in preconrather
sonantal positions
than in word-final positions,
it
would
be interesting
to include comparisons
like
vs. [abka]-[adka].
However, since Eng[amka]-[anka]
lishhasnasal placeassimilation,
and
since
thisproperty
affects

English

speakers'

speech

(Darcy

et al. 2009),this eomparison

in Ianguageswhich

do

not show

perceptionpatterns
needs
to be tested
any place assimila-

tion.

More generally,the studies reported here are admittedly pre]iminary,
and we need
to testlisteners
frem
other languagesto investigate
the robustness ofthe per-

ceptual asymmetries
under question,
We also need to
perceptibilityof[voice]comparedto[nasal],isobserved
are
not
only in coda pairs,
The onset results (e,
comtest
the
hypotheses
about
of different
b
perceptibility
contrasts inother experimenta1
methods
such as identipatiblewith the results in Experiment 1 or with Japanese pun or rhyme
2007,
Kawahara
ficationldiscrirnination
under
neise
and
experiments
(Kawahara
patterns
and
Shinohara2009). However, the coda results (g,h)
magnitude
estimation tasks, In summary,
the experiare consistent with the idea that speakers prefercoda
ments support only a subset ofproposed
hypothesesbut
devoicing to coda nasalization because the former
open
up possibilities
forfurtherexperimentation.
involvessmaller perceptualchanges
2001f
(Steriade
2008). The third hypothesis that voicing
in sonorant
7. Conclusion
obstruents was
promotes their similarity with voiced
not supported-neither
statistically sigOptimalityTheory hasallowed us to address issues
pairs showed
nificant skew. Thc fourthhypothesisthatglidesand [h]
that have been hitherto
impossibleto ask, The principle
are closer to rpthan [s]
issupported.
of faithfulness
has epened up the possibility
that phoIn summary,
the experiment
supported
only
a subset
nology
may
in
encode
phoneticperceptibilityphonolof phonetically-based
hypotheses
about phonological
ogy. Correspondence Theory'sfbrmalization
of faithThe results, however,were not conclusive
and
fulnesscaptures
both our quotidian speech behavior
patterns.
furtherexperimentation
is warranted.
First,since one
and
verbal
art patterns,
While theseresearch programs
comparison
vs.
was
only
have
interesting
results, the hypotheses
on the
([A]-[B][C]-[D])presented
produced
listeners
in
once, the
may have had diMculty
rememphoneticgroundingof phonological pattems should be
bering the first
tested experimentally.
pairby the time they heard the second
Therefore,
a
follow-up
experiment
is
in
pair.
planned
which
the same comparison
will be repeated
multiple
Acknowledgements
,tlmes.

Second,thecurrent
of each

comparison,

of the results,
generality

pare

multiple

nounced

recorded

tokens

isbased en one token
in order to furtherverify the
itwould be desirableto pre-

experiment
and

of

the

same

stops. The lackofrelease
ble for low perceptibility of oral
word-final

contrast

pairs pro-

by multiple speakers. In panicular,thespeaker
fbrthe current experiment did not release the
may

be responsi-

contrasts,
[place]

Some issuesthat1 discussin this paper came to my
duringmy graduatetrainingat the University
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I am gratefu1
to John
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I
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errors

are mme.

ofperceptualsimilaritybetweentwocorrespondingrepresentations

be

formulatedinterrns

of a stmcture

faithfulness

of

constraints

evaluatc

at one-level

the

of representa-

(Kawaharaand Shinohara, to appear),
markedness
basedapproach is undesirable

rion
the

only

becauscmarkedness

wellformedness

6) A

relevant

voiced

Notes

can

constraints,

markedness

geminates only

constraint

they

when

becausc
have to penalize
violate OCP(vo:), a

would
also

constraintlike'[VotcEOBsGEM&OCP(voi)],,..(Nishimura

interest
1) OT forthis reason hasbrought
HoweveT,
in research on phonetically-driven
phonoiogy.
interaction,
which
has
OT itselfisa theery ofconstraint
in
nothing
to do with phonetic naturalness
phonology.
Therefore itismistaken
to extend one's argument against
against OT
phenetically-driven
phonology to an argument
ingeneral.
2) Footnotesand endnotes are greatplacesto findresearch
topics in general(McCarthy2008a, p, 163).
to blame OT for predictingtoo
3) It would be mistaken
many
solutions
forparticularmarkcdness
problems. On
OT
has
allowed
us
to
see
that
there
isa probthe contrary,
to
be
solvcd.
OT
in
its
original
formulation
does prelem
that
any
markedness
can
in
dict
problem
principlebe
resolved
by multiple phonologicalmeans, while in actualsome
markitywe observe certain limitedways inwhich
rule-based
cdness
can
be
solyed.
However.
a
problems
this teotheory ofphonology
makes
the same prediction;
that
any
adequate
many-solutions
is
an
issue
problem
2006,
theory ofphonoLogy
must
account
for(Blurnenfeld
Lombardi 2001, McCarthy 2008a, Steriade2001/2008).
regarding
the too-many-solutions probSome proposals
lcm within and out of OT include the fixed-Tanking
2001/2008),OT with
approach
basedon P-map (Steriade
2008b), Targeted
Candidate Chains (OILCC) (McCarthy
2001),
markedness
conconstraints
(Wilson
procedural
2006),
MAX
feature
constraints
straints
(Blumenfeld
(Lombardi2001), and restrictiens on diachronicpaths
to phonologization(Myers
2002).
leading
P-map
hypothesis
4) The original
predictsthat languagcs
would
always
choose
one phonologicalchange fora particularmarkedness
problem,theone chosen being the one
However, some markedness
that is the leastperceptible.
are
solved
by
various
phonologicalalternations.
problems
A typical
example
isnasal-voiceless
stop clusters, which
of
can
bc resolved by post-nasalvoicing, nasalization
1999) (see
also
stop, denasalization
of nasal, etc (Pater
theory to address this
ZuTaw and Lu 2009).One emerging
Tankings
is
to
say
that
constraint
prQjectedfrem
problem
P-map are defaultrankings
rather than fixed rankings
2001b, Wilson 2006).The predictionof this
(Steriade
about

a renewed

is that novel,
emerging
phonelogicalpatterns
by the P-map.
followthe ranking predicted
in
S) Other proposals encode
phonetic perceptibility
markedness
constraints
by prohibitingnon-perceptible
contrasts
1995).However, the maximization
(Flernming
amendment

2003) (see
Kawahara 2006, sec. 3.3).Pater (toappear)
developsa reanalysis of(1) and (2)using Harmenic Phoconstraints,
nology
with
weighted,
rather than ranked,
markedness
which
dispenses with such a complicated
constraint,
See Tesar (2007)for a reply.
7) One debate concerriing thc general issue ofphonetic
naturalness
in phonologyiswhether such perceptibility
in synchronic
effects are encoded
gramrnar or result from
diachronicchanges. The first
position,which has bcen
here, asserts that speakeTs possess
implicitlyassumed
and
have the principleof
knowledge of perceptibility
minimization
of perceptualdisparity
between the corresponding
segments.
An alteniative isto say that listeners
sirnply
which

misperceive
result

in

that

contrasts
a seund

are

perceptible,

not

20e4, Myers
(Blevins

change

2002),In this theory speakers do not need to have explicit
knowledge ofperceptibility.
However,some studies have
speakers
innovatenovel phonelogical
argued
that when
patterns,they show
when

phoneticallynatural

historical
misperceptions

patterns,even
issue(Kawahara
2007). Tb the extent that hisare not at

2006, Wilson 2006, Zuraw
torical changes
can bring about
unnatural
phonoLogical
it
would
be
crucial
to
look
at
novel,
emergent
patterns,
phonologicalpatternswhich speakers spontaneously
ate inorderto
support
the thesisofphonetic
naturalness
phonology.

8) Thereis petentiallya

chicken-and-egg

because our linguistic
knowledge

affects

cre-

in

problcm here,
our

speech

per-

(Massaroand Cohen 1983, Moreton
Or
2002):Does speech perceptionaffbct phonologyfirst?
ception

as

well

doesphonologyaffbctspeechperceptionfirst?Theanswer
The
would
isbi-directional.
probablybe that the influence
therefore
ishow to model this bi-directionality
challenge
2006, Hume and Johnson 2001).
(BoeTsrna
between phonology
9) The observation
about the parallel
verbal
art is not new,
expiicitly
noticed
at leastas
and
and Zwicky (1976)
early as Kiparksy (1973)
(infact.the
tinguistics
datesback to even older time :
origin of 1iterary
see Fabb 1997). However, Correspondence Theory has
provided a tool with which to forrnulatethe parallel
isthat
mentioning
explicitly. Anotherpointthat iswonh
have clairned for a retum to Containment
sorne proposals
Theory (e.g.
van Oostendorp 200g).As faras I can see, it
is impossibleto capture the parallelbetween phonoLogy
and verbal art inthis theory, because Containment Theory
to relate two repredoes not provide a generagmechanism
sentatlons.
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2 did not

10) Experiment

compare

and
[voice]
[cont],

becausethiscomparison
is not relevant to
hypothesis.
Reeallthatthe hypothesis
addresses
guages

only

obstruents;
coda

voiced

P-map
why
lan-

the

resort to devoicing to resolve
coda
voiced
however, spirantization would not eliminate
obstruents,
because voiced fricatives
are still

voicedobstruents.
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